LinkedIn Posting Success
Your Technical B2B Marketing Agency

Humanisation
Relationships, communication and knowledge sharing is core to LinkedIn’s

platform. To help encourage these and build trust you need to personalise your
company page.
+ Write with your readers in mind = build connections with prospects
+ Avoid self-promotion = build customer relationship
+ Share “behind the scene” content = give insight into daily life + gives more credibility
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Too often, businesses forget the ‘social’ element of social media.

+ Get involved in the latest industry trends & conversations
+ Oﬀer real value through though-provoking posts, experience and knowledge
+ Keep up to date with trends and stay in the forefront of people's mind
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Grab
the Attention
According to 'Social Pilot', there are over 2 million posts, articles and videos
published on LinkedIn every day! Create messages and content that are:
+ Thought-provoking and knowledge enabling
+ Intelligent and concise
+ Unique and targeted to your audience = more quality leads
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Facts & Stats

Statistics are an important way to convey information to your followers. They
hold more impact on the reader, removing opinions and bias.
+ Facts and stats work well in some specialist industries like technology and engineering
+ Consider your own market research project to industry processional and utilise this data
for social content, PR or blogs
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Enable the Viewer

It is important to get the right balance between self-promotion

PRODUCT >>>

and enabling your followers.
+ Enable users with their product research with company posts that oﬀer
conﬁdence and reassurance in your oﬀerings.
+ Share your educational and enabling resources like technical white papers,
case studies or product brochures
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Content that Delivers Conversions

Focus on what is the main goal of the post and what conversions you want it to
achieve.
+ Deﬁne what you want the post to achieve before you publish
+ Optimise call-to-actions on your landing pages
+ Ensure clear messaging on your content and post imagery/media
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Professional Imagery
Choosing the right imagery can have a huge impact on your post's success.
+ Imagery must represent the brand, the post message and be bold enough to
attract attention
+ Invest in team photography to avoid stock imagery and make your post more personal.
+ Ensure you understand the optimum image requirements for the diﬀerent post types
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Hashtags
LinkedIn hashtags are a powerful feature for expanding the reach of your post
beyond your followers.
+ Increase post reach from outside of your direct followers
+ Consider the hashtags that LinkedIn suggests, but also look at the most suitable /
popular hashtags in your industry to boost your post impressions
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Diversifying Your Company Posts
When a user visits your company page, you want them to be presented
with a diverse selection of posts to avoid post fatigue.

+ Experiment with diﬀerent LinkedIn post formats like document uploads or polls
+ Try a short animated video to capture and maintain the users' attention
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Consistency
For maximum success, you should consider having a content
posting plan in place. This helps manage the diversity of your
content feed and the frequency of which you post.
+ Harness your LinkedIn analytics to discover the best time to post
for your audience.
+ Keep your feed diverse and ﬁnd the frequency balance
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Concept study

Feasibility Study

FEED & FID

Construction

Operation

We support our clients with project development at every step, using
our tried and trusted Project Lifecycle model. Our implementation
methodology incorporates phases and decision gates deﬁned to
control costs and ensure the most eﬃcient use of resources.
Depending on the potential of the project, the maturity of site and the
client’s progress, CRI can provide any and all of these phases.

More >
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Get in touch
We can work as a strategic partner across all your
activities or focus on speciﬁc areas that you need
assistance in. We’d love to hear from you.
+44 (0)1285 323 626
info@motion-marketing.com
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